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From the Illustrator

Drawing this book was a complete joy. As soon as I read Smriti’s emotional, powerful words, I was 
inspired to capture that emotion in the pictures through the eyes of a little girl and her fox friend. They 
find themselves on a really tough and really scary journey, but they keep going, holding on to hope. One 
of my favorite messages this story illustrates is hope over fear.

And for the past few months, many children have drawn their own rainbows and displayed them in 
their windows. I have loved seeing some of these drawings on my daily walks. They make me think 
about all of the brave people in the world. They also remind me of the girl and her magic fox and the 
journey they had together. Hope over fear. Rain before rainbows.

  David Litchfield

 A Note to the Reader 
 

From the Author

Life is never pure sunshine, but when I wrote this book I really didn’t envisage the clouds that would 
darken our skies the world over. We have all had to embark on a journey we didn’t expect, facing dif-
ficulty and danger, often separated from friends and loved ones. We may feel alone. But we are not.
 
There may be rain. But there are rainbows.

It has been wonderful to see rainbows in people’s windows everywhere, symbolizing hope in these 
troubled times. I hope that this book and the beauty of David’s illustrations can, in some small way, 
help us to acknowledge loss and sadness while giving voice to our strength and resilience. I hope it will 
remind us that there are friends to help us and new beginnings to be found. May it shine light in dark 
places and bring hope out of heartbreak—and may the promise of rainbows breathe through every 
page of this book, keeping us looking to the future with courage, light, and hearts filled with hope.

  Smriti Prasadam-Halls
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Rain before rainbows. Clouds before sun.



Night before daybreak. The old day is done.



There are mountains for climbing. Journeys to take  .



Dreams that are hopeful. Decisions to make.



Dark days may shake us and worries creep in, with dragons to duel and battles to win.



Thunder will rumble. Lightning will flash. 
The wind will start blowing, and tall waves will crash.



But . . . there are footsteps to follow and words that are wise. There’s a map that will guide us when troubles arise.



There are friends who will help us, courageous and kind. A rope to hold on to . . .



and treasure to find.



         Sowing and planting.                            Roots before shoot.             Stem before flower.                               Leaf before fruit.



Rain before rainbows, clouds before sun,
night before daybreak—a new day’s begun.

A day full of promise, a day full of light . . .
The morning is breaking . . .



and the morning is bright.






